
Announcements 

• Homework 2 Due on Friday 



Exam 1 Problem 3  
(the pigeonhole one) 

• Many people used induction 

• There is a reasonable inductive proof, but it is 
by induction on n rather than k 



Last Time 

• Permutations and Cycle Structure 

• Canonical Cycle Notation 

– List largest element of each cycle first 

– List cycles in increasing order of largest element 

– Each permutation has exactly one CNN 

– Each ordering of 1,2,…,n corresponds to the CNN 
of exactly one permutation (and you can 
determine it without needing the parentheses) 



Today 

• Sizes of cycles containing individual elements 

• Permutations with only even/odd cycles 



Study of Individual Cycle Sizes 

Proposition: There are exactly (n-1)! 
permutations of [n] so that n is in a cycle of 
length exactly k for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n. 



Proof I (Direct Counting) 

• n-1 options for π(n) [anything but n]. 

• n-2 options for π2(n) [anything but n or π(n)]. 

• n-3 options for π3(n). 

• … 

• n-k+1 options for πk-1(n). 

• 1 option for πk(n) = n. 

• (n-k)! options for the permutation of the other n-k 
elements. 

• Multiply together to get (n-1)! total options. 



Proof II (Canonical Cycle Notation) 

When you write the permutation in Canonical 
Cycle Notation, the cycle containing n is 
exactly everything listed from the appearance 
of n onwards. 

So n is in a cycle of length k if and only if n is 
written kth from last. 

There are (n-1)! ways to arrange the other n-1 
elements into the other n-1 spots. 



Elements in Same Cycle 

Lemma: For any i,j ∈ [n], exactly half of the 
permutations of [n] have i and j in the same cycle. 

Proof:  

• By symmetry the number is the same for any i,j so 
we can assume that i=n, j=1. 

• Write in CCN. Cycle of n is everything that comes 
after n. 

• i,j in same cycle iff j comes after i in CCN 

• By symmetry, this happens half the time. 

 



EVEN and ODD 

Definition: For positive integers n let 
ODD(n) = the number of permutations of n all 
of whose cycles are of odd length. 
EVEN(n) = the number of permutations of n all 
of whose cycles are of even length. 

For example ODD(4) = 9. 

• 4!/(1!1!3111) = 8 permutations with a 3-cycle 
and a 1-cycle 

• 1 permutation with 4 1-cycles 



Question: EVEN computation 

What is EVEN(4)? 

A) 7 

B) 8 

C) 9 

D) 10 

E) 11 

• 4!/(41) = 6 permutations with 
one 4-cycle 
• 4!/(2!22) = 3 permutations with 
two 2-cycles 

Note: EVEN(n) = 0 unless n is even. 
But in this case EVEN(n) = ODD(n). 



Result 

Theorem: For any positive integer m, 

EVEN(2m) = ODD(2m). 

Proof Idea: 

• Bijective proof using CCN. 

– Find a way to match up the permutations with 
even cycles and permutations with odd cycles. 



Example 

We will show how the bijection works with an 
example.  

Permutation of 123456789ABC (12 elements): 

(7)(596)(C1A83)(2B4) 

In CCN this is: 

(7)(965)(B42)(C1A83) 

Note: There are an even number of cycles. This 
must hold. 



Bijection 

• Pair up cycles 

– must be even number 

• Take last element of first in pair, and add to 
second. 

• All cycle lengths are now even. 

• Still in CNN 

– Element moved into new cycle smaller than start 

(7)(965)(B42)(C1A83) (7)(965)(B42)(C1A83) ()(9657)(B4)(C1A832) 



Inverse 

• To show it’s a bijection, we need to show that 
every permutation with even cycles can be 
obtained in this way from exactly one 
permutation with odd cycles. 

• Basic idea: Take last element from second 
cycle in pair and move it to end of first. 

• Difficulty: Some cycles might have vanished, 
need to figure out where. 



Example 

• Last element of last cycle smaller than first 
element of second-to-last. 

– Cannot have come from singleton 

– Does fit into other cycle 

• Those must be a pair and can undo swap 

(9657)(B4)(C1A832) (9657)(B4)(C1A832) (9657)(B42)(C1A83) 



Example Continued 

• Consider last element of next-to-last cycle. 

• Bigger than first of previous cycle (which 
doesn’t even exist here) 

– Must come from vanishing singleton 

– Is big enough to not mess up sorting 

• Swap element to create new 1-cycle. 

(9657)(B42)(C1A83) (9657)(B42)(C1A83) ()(9657)(B42)(C1A83) (7)(965)(B42)(C1A83) 



General Algorithm 

• Work from last cycle to first 

• If last element of last cycle is smaller than first 
element of next-to-last: 

– Move element from last cycle to next-to-last 

• Otherwise 

– Move last element from last cycle to create 
singleton 

• Move on to the next untouched cycle 



Analysis 

• Changes all cycle lengths by 1. 

• Maintains CCN 

– Moved element either less than start of new cycle 
or forms singleton with bigger start than previous 

• Is the reverse of the other operation 

• Thus, this gives us a bijection 


